As attorneys argued over whether to allow evidence from George Floyd's 2019 arrest at the trial of a former police officer charged in his death in 2020, Judge Peter Cahill wanted to know the relevance ...

Line of Duty already answered the question 'Who is H?' and it seems like everybody missed it.

Celtic star Odsonne Edouard continues superb international goal glut with stunning chip on France U21 duty.

CELTIC star Odsonne Edouard has extended his incredible scoring streak for France U21s as he claimed his 17th goal in just 13 games for his country. The Hoops frontman produced a stunning chip as ...n the match as he sealed the win against Egypt.

Off-duty firefighter accused in fatal crash bound over to circuit court.

The man accused of hitting and killing an elderly woman with his vehicle in Peck in October was bound over to Sanilac County Circuit Court Monday. Adam Bullock, 31, of Peck, was bound over to circuit ...

LETTER: Clarifying my position.

In that oath, I am bound to balance my personal beliefs and opinions with my duties as a public official. One duty is to be faithful to the interests of the full board and all our constituents ...

New Line Of Duty hunk Perry Fitzpatrick hints at on-screen fling with Vicky McClure in season six.

They warned of 'inevitable' violence from extremists. No response. Now they emphasize an 'existential' threat.

Glenn Greenwald Bound and Robbed at Gunpoint in Terrifying, Violent Home Invasion.

Journalist Glenn Greenwald, 54, was the victim of a violent robbery at his farm near Rio. The home invasion took place at the remote farm he is living at and occurred exactly a month ago.

How an 'officer's duty' and 'reasonable force' play into the Derek Chauvin trial.

The “Tai Prize” – The Court of Appeal reaffirms the Master’s duty to independently record the order and condition of cargo.

Glenn Greenwald Bound and Robbed at Gunpoint at Brazil home.

Journalist Glenn Greenwald revealed that he was robbed at gunpoint by a group of five men in a terrifying home invasion last month. Greenwald told the story in an essay that echoed themes of another ...

NZ duty-bound to protect Muslims – PM.

AUCKLAND: New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern told an emotional memorial service marking two years since the Christchurch mosque attacks that the country had “a duty” to support its Muslim ...

EXPLAINER: How is officer’s duty relevant to Floyd case?

As attorneys argued over whether to allow evidence from George Floyd’s 2019 arrest at the trial of a former police officer charged in his death in 2020, Judge Peter Cahill wanted to know the relevance...

Nearly 300 policemen from Andhra Pradesh’s Prakasam district police department who were deputed in Tamil Nadu for the Assembly election duties on Tuesday won the hearts of the Tamil people with their ...

Line of Duty fans convinced they know who’s behind mysterious recording – and you’re bound to recognise him.

LINE of Duty fans believe they know who is the behind mysterious recording. The BBC cop drama is back with another series and millions tuned in to watch the action unfold in the brand new episode last ...

Ghanaians Need Mahama...He’s Duty Bound To Come Back - NDC Communicator.

Disclaimer: Opinions expressed here are those of the writers and do not reflect those of Peacefmonline.com. Peacefmonline.com accepts no responsibility legal or otherwise for their accuracy of content ...

Chamisa, ED duty-bound to hammer way out.

THE socio-economic crisis bedevilling the country is untenable and demands that the two major political parties — Zanu PF and the MDC Alliance — hammer some kind of deal that will help better the lot ...

You were duty-bound to file FIR against Deshmukh, HC tells Param Bir Singh.

Singh, a former Mumbai Police commissioner, is seeking a Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) probe against Deshmukh, the Maharashtra home minister, for allegedly ordering an murder attempt ...

Centre duty-bound to address state’s grievances, says Punjab food minister Bharat Bhushan Ashu.

Writing letters will not solve any purpose. The Centre is duty-bound to redress the state’s grievances. The CM is also trying to meet the PM. What are Punjab’s apprehensions in implementing direct ...

Duty Bound

If you're looking for out-of-print books in different languages and formats, check out this non-profit digital library. The Internet Archive is a great go-to if you want access to historical and academic books.

Duty Bound